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Abstract

This paper proposes the method to provide efficient use of cloud storage while supporting secure data
sharing in the cloud. In order to provide deduplication, we use the convergent encryption scheme and
apply an access privilege to generate a convergent key. Because of this, the user without proper priv-
ileges will not able to generate a convergent key and thus can’t access the shared data. The proposed
method provides an adequate trade-off between security and storage space efficiency. By executing
the deduplication for users with the same privilege, the effect of deduplication can be reduced, but in
view of the data sharing, there is the advantage that only authorized users can access by uploading
the encrypted file with the privilege information. The proposed scheme seems to be very suitable for
the hybrid cloud model considering both the data security and the storage efficiency.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of cloud computing, many companies and individual users are outsourcing
their data to cloud storage providers such as Dropbox, Google drive. Among these data stored at remote
cloud servers, most of them are duplicated. According to a recent survey by EMC[4], 75% of recent
digital data is duplicated copies. Deduplication is one important approach to deal with this issue. Dedu-
plication is a special data compression techniques to remove redundant copy of the repeated data[8].
The cloud server would like to deduplicate by keeping only one single copy of each file and make a
link to the file for every client who owns or asks to store the same file[7]. This technique is used to
effectively reduce the data storage space and the communication overhead. Deduplication technology
can be classified on the client side deduplication and server-side deduplication technology. Because the
client-side deduplication technology has the advantage from the viewpoint of efficient use of bandwidth,
many studies on the client-side deduplication is being carried out.

Despite the many advantages of the deduplication technology, deduplication technology on critical
data has caused some new security problems. In particular, the confidentiality protection of outsourcing
data is a very important issue. To deal with this issue, it is possible to consider the encryption prior to out-
sourcing data to the cloud. If using a conventional encryption, each user has different key, and therefore
different ciphertext for the same plaintext is output. It becomes impossible to perform the deduplica-
tion. To solve this, Douceur et al[2] proposed the convergent encryption technique using the hash value
of the plaintext as the encryption key. However, because the plaintext space for given ciphertext is not
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large enough in most cases(the message is generally predictable), convergent encryption techniques are
vulnerable to offline brute-force attack[6].

Meanwhile, cloud computing system, basically, may be used to provide a data sharing service, which
provides numerous advantages for the user. However, the sharing of data via the cloud has threats on
the privacy and security, and thus solving this problem is a top priority issue for the dissemination of
the cloud. For secure data sharing in the cloud, the owner of the data must be able to specify a user or
a group of users which is allowed access to data. Entities other than the owner and the user with the
right should not be permitted to access to the data[12]. The simplest solution for this is to encrypt their
data before the owner uploads the data to the cloud. Thereafter, if the owner of the data may want to
share, he/she transmits the key to the members of the group. However, this approach is very inefficient
and many complex problems occur in the delivery of the key. Also, in terms of cloud storage, there is a
problem that deduplication for efficient use of storage space does not support.

Therefore, in this paper, we propose the method to provide efficient use of cloud storage while
supporting secure data sharing in the cloud. To support deduplication, the proposed scheme uses the
convergent encryption techniques, and applies an access privilege to generate a convergent key. Due to
this, the user without proper privileges will not able to generate a convergent key and thus can’t access
the shared data. The proposed method provides an adequate trade-off between security and storage space
efficiency.

2 Related works

Reconciling deduplication and client-side encryption is an active research topic[11]. Cloud storage ser-
vice providers such as Dropbox and Google Drive perform deduplication to save space by only storing
one copy of each file uploaded. However, users may not want the cloud storage provider to see their own
data. To protect the confidentiality of the outsourced data, users conventionally encrypt their data. How-
ever, conventional encryption makes deduplication impossible because the encrypted data are saved as
different contents by applying different encryption keys. To solve this problem, convergent encryption
(CE) scheme proposed by Douceur et al[2] encrypts a file F using a symmetric key encryption algo-
rithm E() with the key which is generated by hashing the file F . C = E(H(F),F). Therefore, the same
plaintext becomes the same encryption, allowing duplication process. However, convergent encryption
scheme is very vulnerable to a dictionary attack which is a brute force attack[6]. DupLESS scheme used
a key server (KS) to prevent offline brute force dictionary attack[1]. It uses RSA blind signature based
oblivious PRF (pseudo random function) protocol between KS and a client. And DupLESS applied rate-
limiting scheme in order to prevent a brute force attack which one client sends multiple request messages
to KS.

Duan et al[3] proposed a scheme that eliminates KS. To do this, they used distributed oblivious
key generation scheme utilizing Shoup’s RSA based threshold signature. This scheme is modeling a key
server to a group of key servers, and obtains a convergent key by interacting with t key servers to perform
distributed threshold blind signature protocol. DupLESS needs a key server and is not secure against
a collusion between KS and CSP, while Duan’s scheme generates a convergent key using distributed
oblivious key generation scheme with the aid of other users (trusted dealers). In some ways, trusted
dealer does a similar function as a key server. Because of this, Miao et al[9] proposed multi-server-aided
data deduplication scheme using threshold blind signature.

Meanwhile, Shah et al[10] proposed Lamassu scheme. DupLESS needs a key server and an inter-
action between a client and a key server. In order to remove it, Lamassu scheme adds secret key to the
convergent key generation process. Client is allowed to directly access this secret key, and is possible to
generate one’s own convergent key locally. In this approach, the clients using other secret key produces
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different ciphertext for the same plaintext, which is not possible to deduplicate among clients. If more
than two clients share a secret key, those clients are capable of accessing the shared data and deduplica-
tion is possible. A set of clients that share a secret key forms an isolation zone by configuring security
zone and deduplication group.

Another problem of CE is that it is not flexible to support data access control by data holders[11].
In [8], deduplication scheme applying the privilege information was proposed first. In this scheme, the
privilege information is applied when calculating the file authentication tag for the deduplication. The
authentication tag is generated by the private cloud functioning as the authorized server, and the private
cloud possesses the privilege private key corresponding to the user’s privileges. This privilege private
key does not distributed to the user. For users with the same privilege, therefore, authentication tag
identifying deduplication is generated and deduplication is possible.

3 The proposed scheme

If the confidentiality of the data is requested by the client-side deduplication scheme, the user has to
encrypt the data before uploading it to the cloud storage. To support deduplication, the convergent
encryption scheme is used and it requires the generation of convergent encryption keys for this purpose.
As described in Section 2, a simple technique is to use the hash value of the plaintext data as a convergent
key. However, this method is vulnerable to offline brute force attack. So, DupLESS scheme introduced
the key server and generates a convergent key by performing RSA blind signature based oblivious PRF
protocol between the key server and the data owner. In our scheme, a privilege information is applied in
this process in order to allow only the authorized user to access to data. By adding a privilege information
to the generation process of a convergent encryption key, it provides the appropriate trade-off between
the efficiency of deduplication and security of data sharing. By executing the deduplication for users
with the same privilege, the effect of deduplication can be reduced, but in view of the data sharing, there
is an advantage that only authorized users can access by uploading the encrypted file with the privilege
information. When applying the hybrid cloud model for the data security and the storage efficiency, it
is considered to be a very suitable scheme. As with DupLESS, the proposed method uses RSA blind
signature-based oblivious PRF protocol, however we add the privilege information to this process.

3.1 System model

The proposed model consists of a user, an authorization server (or a key server), and a cloud storage
provider (CSP). Here, an authorization server can be regarded as a private cloud and a CSP can be
considered as a public cloud. An authorization server (AS) is an entity that helps a user to securely use a
CSP. Also, AS generates and manages to the private key corresponding to the privilege, and computes a
convergent encryption key for the file by applying the privilege through the interaction with a user. Thus,
users are possible to perform the duplication check based on their privilege, and only the authorized user
can generate a convergent encryption key. AS and CSP both are assumed to be ‘honest-but-curious’. In
the initialization process (or the registration process), a set of privileges is given to each user by AS. A
set of privileges describes which users are allowed to perform the duplication check and the file access,
and is bound to the file uploaded to the cloud. It is defined on the basis of a set of privileges. The exact
definition of a privilege are slightly different for each application. For example, the role-based privilege
may be defined by the title within the organization. Or time-based privilege may specify the valid access
period[8].

The authorization server issues a privilege secret key corresponding to the privilege to the user, and
this secret key is applied to the generation of the convergent encryption key. Also, this key does not
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Figure 1: The distribution process of a convergent encryption key

directly distributed to the user and the authorization server manages it securely. The reason to do so is to
prevent a collusion attack between users (if this privilege secret key is distributed to the user and the user
manages it, a collusion attack between users is possible easily).

It assumes that a universe of privileges is defined as P = {p1, p2, · · · , pn}. The secret key kpi for
each privilege pi belonging to the set P is randomly generated. A set of privileges, PU is assigned to
a user U , and the set of corresponding keys, {kpi}pi∈PU is also assigned to the user U . As mentioned
above, this set of keys is not distributed to the user directly, and is securely kept and managed by the
authorization server. It assumes the authorization server stores a user’s identity and the set of privileges
corresponding to the user identity.

3.2 Distribution of a convergent encryption key

It assumes that a user wants to upload a file F to CSP. The proposed scheme ensures the user the confi-
dentiality by uploading the encrypted file, and at the same time, provides CSP for the efficient use of the
storage by performing the deduplication. For the file encryption supporting the deduplication, it needs
the generation of a convergent encryption key. So, we generate a convergent encryption key by interact-
ing with AS to prevent an offline brute force attack. In this process, we apply the access privilege for
secure sharing of uploaded files.

The generation process of a convergent encryption key uses the protocol based on RSA blind sig-
nature which is used in DupLESS. The AS generates a public and private key pair based on RSA. That
is, generate two large prime numbers, p and q, and compute N = p ·q. Then find e ·d ≡ 1(mod ϕ(N)).
A public key is (N, e) and a private key is d. A user U selects r ∈ ZN randomly and then computes
re(mod N) using AS’s public key (N, e). And the user computes a hash value h = H(F) of a uploading
file F using a cryptographically secure hash function H, and then computes x = (re · h) mod N. The
user sends (IDU , x, p f ) to AS, where p f is an access privilege for the file F chosen by the user. After
AS identifies the user U from IDU , AS reads a secret key kp f corresponding to the user’s privilege p f .
And then computes y = (xd · kp f ) mod N using the private key d and sends it to the user. The user com-
putes z = y · r−1 mod N, and then generates a convergent encryption key K = G(z), where G() is another
collision-resistant hash function. Figure 1 shows the distribution process of a convergent encryption key
between the user and AS.
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Figure 2: File upload process

3.3 File upload and download

Before uploading a file F , the user has to encrypt F using the key K computed in the distribution process
of a convergent encryption key. CF = E(K,F), where E(k, f ) is an authenticated encryption scheme with
a secret key k and an input message f . Also, it encrypts the convergent key K using the user’s secret key
sk. CU = E(sk,K). Next, it computes the file tag T for the encrypted file CF . T = TagGen(CF), where
TagGen() function is a collision-resistant hash function. The user sends the tag T to the CSP. Then the
CSP checks whether the received tag exists or not. If the same tag does not exist, it runs the first upload
process. If the same tag already exists, it performs the deduplication process. In this process, it has to
perform the proofs of ownership protocol. Figure 2 shows the file upload process.

• First upload process
The CSP requests the file and its meta data to the user, and the user sends CF and CU to the CSP.
Then the CSP checks whether T = TagGen(CF). If they match, the CSP stores {T,CF , IDU ,CU}
to a storage. If not match, the CSP returns ‘⊥’ and completes the procedure. When the upload is
completed successfully, the user stores T and removes the file F,CF and its meta data CU .

• Deduplication process
When the CSP has found a duplicated file upload, the user has to prove the ownership of data copies
to the CSP. To do this, the user proceeds the proofs of ownership (PoW) protocol with the CSP,
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such as Merkle Tree-based PoW scheme in [5]. The CSP randomly selects a PoW challenge chal.
And then the CSP requests the verification of the file ownership by sending chal to the user. The
user generates a response res corresponding to chal and responds it to the CSP. The CSP verifies
the PoW response res. If valid, then the CSP admits the file ownership of the user U and requests
its metadata CU . When receiving CU from the user, the CSP allows the file access by assigning
the file pointer to the user and stores {IDU ,CU}. If this process is completed successfully, the user
stores T and removes the file F,CF and its meta data CU .

• File Download
If the user wants to download a file F , he first sends the file tag T to the CSP. The CSP checks a
download right of the requesting user for the file F . If the user IDU has the access right, the CSP
sends to the user, CF and CU corresponding to the user. The user obtains a convergent key K by
decrypting the received CU with its secret key sk, and then recovers the file F by decrypting CF .

4 Analysis of the proposed scheme

The proposed method is possible to deduplicate the same files of users with the same permissions. The
same files derive the same value h = H(F), and the same privilege secret key kp f is applied when the
users have the same privilege. So, the same convergent key K is derived and deduplication is possible.
However, comparing with existing schemes which do not apply access privileges, the efficiency of dedu-
plication of the proposed scheme will be reduced. Thus, the appropriate trade-off between the security
of the sensitive files and the efficient use of storage space must be taken into account.

In the security of the proposed scheme, the authorization server plays an important role. Because it is
possible to carry out a brute force attack if the authorization server colludes with an attacker, it assumes
that the authorization server does not collude with an attacker. Also it assumes that the authorization
server has similar conditions as the key server in DupLESS. To provide resistance to online brute-force
attack, DupLESS restricts the number of key issuing requests per a client by the rate limiting strategy.
However, DupLESS has a problem that online brute-force attack is possible when an attacker colludes
with multiple clients. The proposed scheme can provide higher security than DupLESS because the
proposed scheme applies access privileges to the key issue procedure and so has a restriction that an
attacker has to collude only with the users with the same privilege.

If the CSP colludes with an attacker, the attacker can access to an encrypted data CF and metadata CU .
However, the proposed method can ensure security of a plaintext data even with a low entropy because
CF has encrypted with a key K issued by the authorization server and also the key K has computed by
applying the AS’s private key and a privilege secret key corresponding to the user’s privilege attribute. As
long as an attacker does not know the user’s secret key sk, he cannot decrypt CU because it has encrypted
with sk. A legitimate user behaving as a malicious attacker can threaten the AS and the CSP. When
attacking the AS, an attacker has to address the factorization problem to obtain the private information
of the AS to address the factorization problem by the property of the RSA blind signature-based OPRF
protocol, and so it can ensure security of the AS.

The deduplication scheme applying the usage right was first proposed in [8]. This scheme considers
the private cloud as the authorization server which maintains the privilege secret keys corresponding to
the user’s access right. Before uploading a file F to the CSP, the user receives two file authentication tags
φF,pτ

= H0(H(F),kpτ
) and φ ′F,pτ

= H1(H(F),kpτ
) from the private cloud which both are computed by

applying the privilege secret key kpτ
. Then the user sends φ ′F,pτ

to the CSP and performs the duplication
check. If not duplicated, the user selects a random key k and encrypts the file using this key. Also, the
key k is encrypted with kF,p j = φF,p j ⊕H0(F) which is computed by using φF,pτ

. Both the encrypted
file and the encrypted key are uploaded to the CSP. The user must save kF,p j . This scheme performs the
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deduplication process by applying the privilege information in the generation of the authentication tag.
On the other hand, our proposed scheme uses the privilege information in the convergent key generation
process. In [8] it encrypts the file with a random key k and then generates kF,p j to encrypt the key k. Thus,
there is a disadvantage that it must generate and save a new kF,p j for each file. That is, the number of
keys that the user must maintain securely increases by the number of files. But in the proposed scheme,
the user needs to save only one’s own secret key because it uploads the convergent key encrypted by the
user’s secret key to the CSP after generating the convergent key. Therefore, the proposed scheme has the
advantage compared to [8] in terms of the key management of the user.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the method to provide efficient use of cloud storage while supporting secure
data sharing in the cloud. To support deduplication, the proposed scheme used the convergent encryption
method, and applied an access privilege to compute a convergent key. Due to this, the user without proper
privileges will not able to generate a convergent key and thus can’t access the shared data. The proposed
method provides an adequate trade-off between security and storage space efficiency. By executing the
deduplication for users with the same privilege, the effect of deduplication can be reduced, but in view of
the data sharing, there is the advantage that only authorized users can access by uploading the encrypted
file with the privilege information. The proposed scheme seems to be very suitable for the hybrid cloud
model considering both the data security and the storage efficiency. In this paper, we applied simple
and flat access structure to generate a convergent key, thus it needs the study on an improved scheme
applying hierachical access structure, as a further research.
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